High Touch-High Tech®
Science Experiences That Come To You

Preschool Programs
Program Name
Bubble Blast©

Can You Sense It?©

Chemystery©

Copycat©

Edible Science©
Energee & Me©
FizzFun©

FOAM-tastic©

Forces©

Fossil Fun©

Germs Make Me Sick©

Have fun doing bubble tricks and playing bubble
games. Learn the basics of bubble making and bubble
blowing. Create cool bubbles and take home your own
bubble blower!
Learn about our sense of touch, hearing and taste.
Find out why food doesn’t taste so yummy when you
have a cold.
Take the mystery out of chemistry and have FUN at
the same time. Uncover the facts as we make silly
putty and colors separate right before your eyes.
Reveal nature's sneakiest copycats! Discover how
animals and insects mimic other species for protection.
Have FUN as we learn about the tricks of the animal
world.
Science like you have never seen or tasted.
Discover the properties of electricity. Have fun as we
make things work with electricity.
Have fun as we learn about chemicals and the way
they behave. Inflate a balloon, create carbon dioxide
gas and make soda fizz!
Discover the fascinating science behind Foam! Learn
how to create foam and even make it Erupt! You will
work as a team to form tasty foam that goes great with
crackers to reward your scientific discoveries!
Have a hands-on look at the forces of physics! Explore
air pressure and gravity. Learn why things at rest stay
at rest and much more!
Step back in time to the age of dinosaurs. Become a
paleontologist as we explore real fossils. Go on an
excavation and whatever you find you get to keep…
Learn about those nasty little germs that make us sick.
Find out how easily germs can be passed around and
how you can keep germs off you!
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Gold Rush©

Step back into the days of the Gold Rush. Pan for real
gems like the old prospectors did, and keep what you
find.

Good Vibrations©

Learn all about how vibrations make sound. Listen as
sound waves travel through solids, liquids and gases.
Play a super fun sound game and take home your very
own kazoo!
Learn all about the sun. Discover the light from the
sun that we cannot see and how to protect ourselves
from it.
Discover all the cool properties of magnetism. Learn
all the “attractive” facts!
Discover our amazing sense of smell. Have FUN as
we learn about the science of our senses. The fun
continues as we have a Smelling Bee.
Turning one color into many colors! Learn about
colors. Find out what color really is. Have FUN as we
put colors together and we separate ‘em!
Discover our 4 seasons. Have fun as we make the
earth wobble. Make your own leaf rub, snowflake and
more!
Discover the incredible night sky. Explore the stars
and even make your very own constellation, Discover
shooting stars and even build your own stargazer to
keep.
Discover the incredible world of plants. Find out what
makes these creatures so special. Uncover all the
“seedy” facts.
Learn about aerodynamics. Make a helicopter. Have
FUN as we learn about jet propulsion. Discover why
what goes up must come down!
Dive into the ocean to examine what lives under the
sea. Help birds by making a donation to a bird’s nest.

Let the Sun Shine In©

Magnet Makers©
Olfactory Fun Factory©

Rainbow Relays©

Reason for the Season©

Shoot for the Stars©

Smarty Plants©

Up, Up & Away©

Where in the World is Your
Home?©
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